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In the wake of the ban on horse slaughter, there has been an increase of horse breeders

and other livestock producers being prosecuted for the neglect of farm animals.  Livestock

producers in Connecticut should build their case against farm animal cruelty charges long before

they are confronted with prosecution. 

The primary animal cruelty law in Connecticut placing criminal liability on livestock

producers for the neglect of their farm animals provides the following:

Any person who overdrives, drives when overloaded, overworks, tortures,

deprives of necessary sustenance, mutilates or cruelly beats or kills or unjustifiably

injures any animal, or who, having impounded or confined any animal, fails to give

such animal proper care or neglects to cage or restrain any such animal from

doing injury to itself or to another animal or fails to supply any such animal with

wholesome air, food and water, or unjustifiably administers any poisonous or

noxious drug or substance to any domestic animal or unjustifiably exposes any

such drug or substance, with intent that the same shall be taken by an animal, or

causes it to be done, or, having charge or custody of any animal, inflicts cruelty

upon it or fails to provide it with proper food, drink or protection from the

weather or abandons it or carries it or causes it to be carried in a cruel manner, or

fights with or baits, harasses or worries any animal for the purpose of making it

perform for amusement, diversion or exhibition, shall be fined not more than one

thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than one year or both.

See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 53-247(a) (emphasis added).  The term sustenance is defined by the

courts to include shelter and veterinary care.  Therefore, livestock producers in Connecticut are

susceptible to prosecution for the failure to provide necessary food, water, shelter, and veterinary

care.      

 Livestock producers in Connecticut must take the following preemptive steps to help build

a defense against animal cruelty charges and mitigate the likelihood of being prosecuted:  

1. Document Compliance With Animal Care Recommendations.  Connecticut livestock

owners should have a good working relationship with the University of Connecticut

extension specialists, nutritionists, veterinarians, and other livestock experts.  Conduct

regular farm visits with these experts to ensure your livestock are properly cared for. 

Document these visits and any recommendations given to you.  Keep a record of noted

improvements and observations.  Archive these records in a place that is protected against

an Act of God. 
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2. Follow Animal Care Guidelines.  Many livestock commodity groups have voluntary

programs that livestock operations can participate in.  With the counsel of experts,

livestock operations could also develop their own animal care handbook used internally on

the farm.  Furthermore, livestock owners should train farm employees on proper animal

care and handling.   

3. Prohibit Farm Employees from Using Video Cameras.  In an employment contract,

livestock owners should require employees to agree that they will not bring any recording

devices on the farm.  This would help reduce the likelihood that undercover employees

would distribute an edited video putting a livestock operation in false light while giving the

producer legal recourse if the employee does so.

4. Use Media To Tell Your Story.  Farmers are encouraged to participate in social media like

Facebook, Twitter, and blogs and work with local radio stations and newspapers to help

educate the public on proper farm animal care.  The Ohio Farm Bureau Federation has an

excellent guide to social media for farmers.  Update your farm’s website and post pictures

and videos putting your livestock operation in a positive light.  

5. Talk to Your Community About Your Livestock Operation.  Get involved in your

community and help educate the general public of your farm’s sound production practices.

Someone recently told me that “farmers should play a role to help balance zealotry with

reason.”  By following these recommendations, Connecticut livestock producers can reduce the

likelihood that they will be prosecuted criminally for farm animal neglect while helping bridge the

gap of understanding.  On a final note, it is paramount that Connecticut livestock producers call

an attorney who they know and trust if ever prosecuted criminally for the failure to provide

necessary food, drink, shelter and veterinary care.  
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